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ABSTRACT
Background: To propose an architecture for DDM using Nearest Neighbour Normalization under privacy constraints for Electronic Health
Records (EHRs) and Agriculture Weather Forecast. Methods: This paper proposed two algorithms are proposed: Nearest Neighbour
Normalization with correlation (3NC) algorithm to normalize the raw data in local level (distributed datasite) and Double Blind Key-attribute
based Encryption (DBKE) algorithm to deploy the protection of data in both local and global (central site) levels. Results: The proposed 3NC
algorithm aims to maximize the accuracy and minimize the error rate by lossless and predicted normalization technique on understanding
the data distribution in local levels. The proposed DBKE algorithm aims to maximize the confidential level and accuracy by efficient privacy
technique. Further, proposed architecture aims to minimize the computational complexity and memory overhead by maintaining th e history
of records clusters and retrieving required clusters by proposed recall grading algorithm. Conclusions: Experimental implementation on
EHRs and Agriculture Weather Forecast depicts an improved performance compared to other state-of-arts heterogeneous-distributed
retrieval approaches.
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Reduction in storage cost and due to enormous growth of technologies has led to emergence of distributed
systems. Most of the commercial off-the-shelf components are designed to work on centralized location.
This centralized approach doesn’t work well in recent distributed environments due to computation and
storage constraints. Recent data mining involves database in which data is stored in one geographical
location. Future data mining tasks works on data stored in different geographical location called Distributed
Data Mining (DDM). The ultimate goal is to mine data which is distributed in homogeneous and
heterogeneous sites [1].
Data located at local level is first mined with suitable DM algorithm and all the computed data from local
level is agglomerated to form global level prediction. There are two-variations in this case, computation
done at local level and data stored at global level [Fig. 1(a)], data stored at local level and computation
done at global level [Fig. 1(b)]. A special variation of DDM, in which both data and computation is done at
local level [2][Fig. 1(c)]. In proposed work, data and computation is stored both in local and global levels
[Fig. 1(d)].
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Proposing an effective privacy-preserving distributed mining algorithm based on Double-Blind Key
Attribute based Encryption algorithm with Nearest Neighbour Normalization-Correlation which
successfully utilizes the distributed environment.
Proposing an effective heterogeneous distributed mining technique which maintains universal
dataset across distributed datasites.
Design and evaluation of proposed mining technique on Electronic Health Records (EHRs) and
Agriculture Weather Forecast dataset for resolving data disclosure and for predicting dynamic
updations in distributed environment.
Measuring the metrics such as effectiveness, efficiency, privacy-technique evaluation and
normalization technique evaluation metrics on proposed technique.

The proposed architecture in this paper involves records retrieved by Nearest Neighbour NormalizationCorrelation (3NC) technique with Double-Blind Key Attribute based Encryption algorithm (DBKE). At local
level, distributed data stored in multi-linked list is privacy preserved by DBKE algorithm. DBKE algorithm
prevents key-attribute data disclosure to neigbouring local levels and global level by encrypting the data
with double-blinded function (symmetric encryption function and hashing function). At global level,
encrypted key-attribute in decrypted by reverse encryption (unhashing function and symmetric decryption
function). This privacy algorithm is for preventing data disclosure during storage in local levels. The keyattribute is used for classifying records. 3NC technique uses MAX and MIN value of key-attribute for
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Alfredo Cuzzocrea (2013)[3] stated that framing a framework/methodology for DDM is challenging not only
by distributed environment, but also for its minimized computational complexity and efficient storage of
data in local and global levels. Centralized data mining algorithms/systems designed for centralized
systems cant’ be applied for distributed environment. Fu Y et al. (2012)[4] discussed certain key
characteristics in designing DDM algorithms: minimizing space and computation complexity, designing
suitable algorithm for both homogeneous and heterogeneous datasets and maintaining local datasets
independence. Further, all these issues are interrelated to each other. This has set way to many
researchers to carry-out their work in this field. The main contributions of proposed work are summarized
as follows:
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forming dendrogram. Say, for classifying a patient diagnosed with corresponding disease or not. Initially,
the prime key-attribute is used for classifying on analyzing the MAX and MIN value. From the clusters
formed, MAX value is normalized to highest value in corresponding cluster. Then by correlation, secondary
key-attribute is used for further classifying patients diagnosed with particular disease or not. From the subclusters formed, MAX value is normalized to highest value in corresponding sub-cluster. Each branch of
dendrogram corresponds to a cluster (sub-cluster). The clusters formed are migrated to global level for
final result prediction.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 1: Working architecture – DDM (a) data hosted at global level, computation at local level (b) data
hosted at local level, computation at global level (c) both data hosting and computation in local level (d)
data hosting and computation in both local and global levels.
__________________________________________________________________________
At global level, old clusters migrated from local levels assigned grades by proposed recall grading
algorithm. The number of clusters formulated for each disease in local levels (on-the-fly) and stored in
global level (old records) must be equal. Clusters communicated to global level were assigned grades by
recall grading algorithm. Finally, both cluster sets retrieved from local levels and records stored in global
level (old records) sums up their grades and their average value is again assigned final grades. Proposed
architecture is implemented on real-world openly available datasets taken from UCI data repository.
The organization of paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses EHRs and Agriculture weather forecast dataset
description. Section 3 depicts proposed architecture for effective retrieval of records in distributed
environment. Section 4 presents performance analysis and result discussion of proposed architecture.
Section 5 summarizes the paper.

DATASET DESCRIPTION
EHRs and Agriculture Weather Forecast are the datasets considered for evaluation of proposed
architecture. Dataset description of both the datasets is discussed here.

EHRs are becoming worldwide popular way of maintaining health records of a person. The difference
between EHR and Patient Health Record(PHR) is that PHR includes medical record for only a particular
disease diagnosed for a person (for a short time period say, 3 years) whereas EHR includes medical record
of a person right from their birth till death (for lifetime)[5]. EHR includes person therapeutic history, drug
usage, allergies and test outcomes. It is supported by EHR management and decision support [6]. In DDM,
EHRs are utilized and updated in either homogeneously/heterogeneously distributed data sites.
Case study 2: Agriculture Weather-Forecast
Agriculture database uses information collected from different geographical location in periodical manner.
Details relating to crop plantation and weather monitored data collected from heterogeneous data sites
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Case study 1: Electronic Health Records (EHRs)
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are maintained in a universal database. This profile includes plantation details, weather details relating to
heterogeneous sites. This data is used for giving efficient and timely farming details to farmers. [7]
Analysis of case studies
Both the case studies considered are analyzed on different parameters as shown in [Table 1]
stakeholders, expert systems used, local and global level DDM users, no. of local levels considered for
evaluation of proposed algorithm, profiles of case study with commonality, common attributes and key
attributes of applications used for formulating dendrogram.
Table 1: Comparison of case study 1: EHRs and case study 2: Agriculture weather forecast

Parameters

Stakeholders

Expert systems
DDM-Local level
users
DDM-Global level
users
No. of local levels

Profiles

Common
attributes

Key-attributes

Functionality

Electronic Health Records
(EHRs)

Agriculture Weather Forecast

Health care providers (doctors,
nurses, etc)

Weather forecaster, Agriculture specialist

Patients

Agriculturist

Health experts
EHR management and decision
support
Health care personnel

Weather and Agriculture experts
Weather Forecast record management and
decision support
Agriculturist personnel

Health care personnel/other
government personnel related to
Health
7
Demographic profile

Weather forecaster and agriculture specialist
Personnel

Anthropometric profile
Clinical results profile
Medication/allergies vaccination
profile

Soil profile
Weather profile
Plantation profile

Patient Name
Age
Address
Gender
Location
Hypertension:
SBP
DBP
Age
Diabetes:
GlyHb (Glycalated Hemoglobin)
Age
Adding new EHR record at local
level
Updating existing EHR record at
local level
Deleting EHR record at local
level
Filtering EHR record based on
user query at global level
Dendrogram formulation with
EHRs at local level based on
user query

Farmer Name
Age
Address
Gender
Location
Agriculture Weather Forecast:
Relative_temperature
Humidity
Wind Speed
Age

7
Demographic profile

Adding new farmer record at local level
Updating existing farmer record at local level
Deleting farmer record at local level
Filtering farmer record based on user query
at global level
Dendrogram formulation with farmer records
at local level based on user query

DESIGN OF PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

STAGE I: Data Mining (Nearest Neighbour Normalization-Correlation algorithm)
STAGE II: Privacy-preserving of local and global data (Double-Blind Key-attribute based Encryption
algorithm)
At global level records undergo proposed two stages namely,
STAGE I: Recall-grading algorithm
STAGE II: Filtering final cluster set
STAGE I: Data Mining (Nearest Neighbour Normalization-Correlation algorithm)
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Proposed architecture working is classified at two-levels: local and global levels. At local level records
undergo proposed two stages namely,
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Filling missing values
In proposed architecture, at local levels the data structure used for storage of data is multi-linked list.
Consider EHRs dataset, the data storage at local level is depicted in fig. 2. At each local level, the missing
values are filled from the relative data of corresponding entity. For any type application, there are two
types of filling missing values. Filling demographic data and filling application-specific data[8].
Demographic data includes filling general information. Example: filling entity age from DOB, etc.
Application-specific data includes filling application-oriented data8. For medical dataset, clinical results of
patient are filled by relative computation of corresponding data. For example, say in hypertension dataset
if the value of SBP (Systolic Blood Pressure)/DBP (Diastolic Blood Pressure) for a continuous range is
148/78, 140/79, 152/73 then the next value is computed as relative mean (147/77)[9].

Fig. 2: Data Structure representation
…………………………………………………………………………………..
Say, for a patient at each local level, if SBP/DBP value is monitored daily, it leads to huge volume of data
values. To overcome the problem of maintaining history of records, for every 20 data values of SBP and
DBP database is consolidated. MAX and MIN value of SBP and DBP among the old 20 records along with
time recorded of MAX and MIN values and the time data was consolidated is noted. In next sub-stage, key
attributes (SBP and DBP) is normalized. Key-attributes are sensitive attributes used for classifying patients
diagnosed with disease or not which needs to be privacy preserved. In this proposed architecture, SBP and
DBP values are used for classifying a patient as hypertension or not.
Dendrogram formulation by Nearest Neighbour Normalization-Correlation (3NC)

Consider the case of classifying patient diagnosed with hypertension disease. There are two-levels involved
in formulating dendrogram. At first level, the dendrogram is formulated with SBP values as shown in fig. 3.
According to ICD-9 code, the range of classifying SBP is <=120, 121-140,141-160,161-180,181-200 and
>200 on analyzing the (MAX,MIN) pair. From the fig. 3 on first level classification clusters are formed say
C1 to C24 with defined range. In C1, patients (P1-P10) fall under category with SBP <=120. From the
(MAX,MIN) pair of 10 patients, all 10 MAX value is normalized to largest MAX value in corresponding
cluster. Likewise for all 24 clusters, same normalization technique is followed.
At second level, from the normalized clusters second level of classifying patients with DBP is done.
According to ICD-9 code, the range of classifying DBP is <=80, 81-100,101-120, >120 on analyzing the
(MAX,MIN) pair. The way of classifying records in two-way as discussed above is called correlation.
Correlation among two variables means they are interdependent on each other. For diagnosing a patient
with hypertension, both SBP and DBP values are monitored. Hence the algorithm proposed is called 3NC
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From the clinical data, MAX and MIN values of key-attributes are calculated using which clusters are
formulated for mining. For example if SBP value for a single entity reading is
120,134,115,132,134,121,117,128 then MAX = 134 and MIN = 115. Similarly DBP value reading is
80,79,83,82,82,84,82,80 then MAX = 84 and MIN = 79. ICD-9 code (International statistical code for
Classification of Diseases)[10] is used as a standard reference for classifying patients diagnosed with
disease.
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algorithm. From the [Fig. 3] on second level classification sub-clusters with defined range of DBP is
formed. In C11, patients (P2, P5 and P6) fall under category with DBP <=80. From the (MAX,MIN) pair of
those three patients, all three MAX value is normalized to largest MAX value of DBP in corresponding
cluster. Likewise for all sub-clusters, same normalization technique is followed. According to the example
in [Fig. 3], 96 sub-clusters are formed by 3NC which in-depth classifies patients with hypertension disease.

Fig. 3: Dendrogram formulation - Nearest Neighbour Normalization-Correlation
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
[Fig. 3] depicts correlation and normalization on EHRs for a single cluster C1 retrieved from dendrogram.
Initially cluster set is retrieved on analyzing the (MAX,MIN) pair of SBP value. After forming cluster with SBP
value, MAX value is normalized for all the clusters formed. Then DBP value is analyzed which forms subcluster with (MAX,MIN) pair of DBP value. Consider for C1, four sub-clusters are formed. Sub-clusters
formed for C1 are C11,C12,C13,C14. After sub-clusters formation with SBP and DBP, MAX value of DBP in
each cluster is normalized with highest MAX value of corresponding cluster set.
STAGE II: Privacy-preserving of local data (Double-Blind Key-attribute based Encryption
algorithm)
The calculated (MAX,MIN) pair is highly-sensitive data which needs to be protected and kept confidential at
local level and during migration of data from local level to global level for resultant query. The value of
(MAX,MIN) pair of key attribute is used for mining. The proposed Double-Blind Key-attribute based
Encryption (DBKE) algorithm at each local level employs an encryption function followed by hashing
function. The key used for encryption function and hashing function of each local level is stored as a secret
share between each heterogeneous distributed local and global level.
Blind function is a service provided to client which computes function for encrypting the data without
revealing the original data [11]. In proposed algorithm, Double-Blind technique is followed which computes
two encryption functions at local level and two decryption functions at global level to protect sensitive keyattribute data.
Processing at local level
The (MAX,MIN) pair computed data of key-attribute is twice privacy-preserved with an encryption function
and a hashing function.
Encryption function by symmetric encryption key
COMPUTER SCIENCE

At first level, the (MAX,MIN) value of key-attribute is encrypted using symmetric encryption key.
The encryption function is computed as,
Encrypted data, E1 = E (K,I)
Encrypted data, E1 = E (K,(MAX,MIN))
where I - input data (MAX,MIN) and K - key
value for encryption.
Hashing function by key-value
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At second level, hashing function is applied to the encrypted data, which computes hashing function
individually for MAX and MIN of key-attribute.
Hash function, F(E1) = E1 MOD N
where E1 – Encrypted data and N – key value for encryption.

Processing at global level
The Double-Blind encrypted (MAX,MIN) pair migrated from local level is decrypted in reverse. At first level,
unhashing function (Reverse decryption) is applied on double-blind encrypted (MAX,MIN) data.
Unhashing function by reverse decryption
On knowing the N, key value used in hashing function, reverse decryption process is possible which
computes the MAX and MIN value individually. The output of unhashing function is D1.
Decryption function by symmetric decryption key
At second level, decryption function is applied on the single-decrypted (MAX,MIN) data to obtain the original
(MAX,MIN) pair.
The decryption function,
Input data, I = D (D1,K)
where, K – key value used for encryption at local level, D1 – single-level decryption output (Unhashing
function).

Fig. 4: Double-Blind Key-attribute based Encryption algorithm
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
STAGE I: Recall-Grading Algorithm
At global level, record clusters retrieved by 3NC algorithm undergoes proposed recall-grading algorithm.
Some clusters (old records) would be retrieved earlier by 3NC algorithm. With those clusters a matrix is
formulated with clusters say, C11, C21, etc and user-query Q1, Q2, etc. A (tick mark) indicates including
the corresponding clusters in user-query and X (cross mark) indicates excluding the corresponding clusters
in user-query. Only those records which are updated in local level or new records corresponding to user
query, undergoes 3NC algorithm and clusters are transferred from local level to global level. Based on
proposed recall-grading algorithm, grades are assigned for each corresponding clusters (from same
dendrogram branch) based on recall metric.
Recall-grading algorithm for each cluster takes on by calculating recall metric of each records of individual
clusters. The calculated recall metric of each cluster is obtained by taking an average of summing
individual records recall metric. Grades are assigned to calculated recall metric. Higher recall value were
assigned higher grades.
Each record cluster transferred from local levels to global level is considered. Recall metrics of individual
records of each cluster is calculated. Recall metric of cluster is summation of recall metric of individual
records and taking an average. Finally, grades are assigned to individual cluster. Higher grades being
assigned to higher recall metric clusters. Higher grades cluster corresponds to relevant records
corresponding to user query Q.

Record cluster sets of old records and new records along with their grades are finally consolidated by
taking an average of both grades. Architecture of proposed DBKE-3NC, distributed Nearest-Neighbour
Normalization algorithm for DDM under privacy constraints is shown in [Fig. 5].

EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
The experiment is carried out on a single 64-bit machine, windows 7 OS having 3GHz Intel dual core
processor with 4GB main memory. The proposed algorithm is coded in C# and implemented in HDFS
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STAGE II: Filtering final cluster set
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(Hadoop Distributed File System) distributed environment. The proposed architecture is implemented with
seven distributed local levels both for EHRs and Agriculture Weather Forecast dataset. Seven local levels
are created with a server at global level. Comparative analyses have been carried out with performance
evaluation metrics of proposed architecture with conventional approaches. The proposed architecture is
implemented on openly-available real-world EHRs and Agriculture Weather Forecast obtained from UCI
repository [12].

Fig. 5: Proposed Architecture - DBKE-3NC: distributed Nearest-Neighbour Normalization algorithm for
Distributed Data Mining under privacy constraints.
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Effectiveness metrics
This measure is computed in terms of retrieving successful result meeting user query. Effectiveness
measures include precision[13], recall[14], F-measure[15] and result accuracy[16].
Table 2: Effectiveness measures Vs Heterogeneous classifier approaches

EHRs

Agriculture
Weather
Forecast

Metrics
(%)

Collective
Decision
Tree

Distributed
Clustering

Collective
Bayesian
Learning

Proposed
DendrogramCluster
formulation

0.9012

Collective
Principal
Component
Analysis
0.9045

Precision

0.6942

0.9218

Recall

0.6571

0.9202

0.8449

0.8756

0.9023

F-measure

0.6751

0.9103

0.8721

0.8937

0.9224

Precision

0.6582

0.9190

0.8390

0.8759

0.9381

Recall

0.6337

0.8681

0.8054

0.8571

0.9010

F-measure

0.6482

0.8976

0.8189

0.8668

0.9218

0.9434

[Table 2] depicts precision, recall and F-measure comparison of proposed mining algorithm with the stateof-art mining techniques. Collective Principal Component Analysis (P-90.45%, R-87.56% for EHRs and P87.59% R-85.71% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) exhibits more compared to former two techniques
because dynamic updations of records from individual local levels are considered but lesser compared to
proposed dendrogram cluster formulation technique (P-94.34% R-90.23% for EHRs and P-93.81% R90.1% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) because repetitive records are considered which needs to be
eliminated leading to decreased retrieval rate. Collective Bayesian learning exhibits more values (P90.12% R-84.49% for EHRs and 83.9% R-80.54% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) compared to Collective
decision tree exhibits (P-69.42% R-65.71% for EHRs and 65.82% R-63.37% for Agriculture Weather
Forecast) because in bayesian learning technique on-the-fly or updated records are considered for mining
whereas in distributed clustering updated records are considered. Distributed clustering exhibits higher
values (P-92.18% R-90.02% for EHRs and P-91.9% R-86.81% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) compared
to all the techniques because dynamic records are considered for mining leading to effective retrieval rate
but less than proposed because of mismatch of key-attributes of each local level.
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Fig. 6: Accuracy Vs Heterogeneous classifier approaches.
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
[Fig. 6] depicts accuracy comparison of proposed mining algorithm with the state-of-art mining techniques.
Proposed dendrogram cluster formulation technique exhibits more accuracy (93.56% for EHRs and
95.89% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) compared to former four techniques because updated records
from local levels is considered and redundant records are cross-checked. Distributed clustering (82.14%
for EHRs and 86.47% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) exhibits more accuracy compared to collective
Principal Component Analysis (69.41% for EHRs and 74.87% for Agriculture Weather Forecast), collective
Bayesian learning (63.28% for EHRs and 60.72% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) and collective decision
tree (73.4% for EHRs and 78.29% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) because of two-level of dendrogram
formulation leading to sub-cluster formulation which increases the result accuracy
Efficiency metrics
This measure is computed in terms of retrieving effective result on varying environment. Efficiency
measures include execution time [17] and memory cost [18].

[Fig. 7] depicts memory size comparison of proposed mining algorithm with the state-of-art mining
techniques. Proposed dendrogram cluster formulation technique exhibits less memory cost (48.54% for
EHRs and 60.39% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) compared to former four techniques because old keyattribute values are consolidated for every 20 values and by normalization technique data values are
minimized leading to less memory cost. Distributed clustering exhibits less memory size (54.78% for EHRs
and 69.25% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) compared to collective Principal Component Analysis
(76.48% for EHRs and 74.52% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) collective Bayesian learning (84.34% for
EHRs and 82.83% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) collective decision tree (70.81% for EHRs and 73.48%
for Agriculture Weather Forecast) because by clustering technique old records are stored in global level
and only new records are migrated from local level to global level for
[Fig. 7] depicts execution time comparison of proposed mining algorithm with the state-of-art mining
techniques. Proposed dendrogram cluster formulation technique exhibits less execution time (60.43% for
EHRs and 64.6% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) compared to former four techniques because by twolevel dendrogram and sub-cluster formation time taken to retrieve records corresponding to user query is
reduced. Further, by word-mapping database at global level for identifying the key-attribute to be
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Fig. 7: (a) Memory Size Vs Heterogeneous classifier approaches (b) Execution Time Vs Heterogeneous
classifier approaches.
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
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considered at each local level for mining reduces the time taken for mining process. Distributed clustering
(69.78% for EHRs and 69.81% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) exhibits less execution time compared to
other three techniques, (collective Principal Component Analysis (83.89% for EHRs and 80.41% for
Agriculture Weather Forecast) collective Bayesian learning (90.54% for EHRs and 85.39% for Agriculture
Weather Forecast) collective decision tree (75.92% for EHRs and 73.81% for Agriculture Weather
Forecast)) because clustering technique retrieves old key-attribute entries and new key-attribute entries
are retrieved for every updations.
Privacy technique evaluation metrics
Performance of proposed privacy-preserving algorithm is analyzed on two measures: accuracy and
confidence level [19].
Table 3: Privacy evaluation metrics Vs Privacy techniques
Dataset

Metrics
(%)

Additive Noise
Addition

Multiplicative
Noise Addition

LDiversity

TCloseness

DBKE
Algorithm

EHRs

Accuracy

98.23

99.32

97.14

96.73

99.38

Confidence
Level

94.37

96.21

98.37

99.42

99.40

Accuracy

97.59

98.37

96.32

97.02

99.04

Confidence
level

94.89

95.92

97.58

98.74

98.91

[
T
a
b
Agriculture
Weather
l
Forecast
e
3
]

[Table 3] depicts accuracy comparison of proposed DBKE algorithm with the state-of-art privacy preserving
approaches. Proposed DBKE algorithm exhibits more accuracy (99.38% for EHRs and 99.04% for
Agriculture Weather Forecast) compared to other randomization and anonymization approaches because
of combining both randomization and anonymization approach. Randomization approaches, additive noise
addition (98.23% for EHRs and for 97.59% Agriculture Weather Forecast) and multiplicative noise addition
(99.32% for EHRs and 98.37% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) exhibits more accuracy value but
privacy/confidence level is less because original data can be retrieved on analyzing the spectral values of
randomized data. Anonymization approaches, L-Diversity (97.14% for EHRs and 96.32% for Agriculture
Weather Forecast) and T-Closeness (96.73% for EHRs and 97.02% for Agriculture Weather Forecast)
exhibits less accuracy compared to randomization approaches but confidence/privacy level is more than
randomization approaches. In conventional approaches there is some data loss incurred while converting
the original data to protected data.
[Table 3] depicts confidence level comparison of proposed DBKE algorithm with the state-of-art privacy
preserving approaches. Proposed algorithm exhibits more confidence level (99.40% for EHRs and 98.91%
for Agriculture Weather Forecast) compared to randomization and anonymization approaches because the
distribution of original data is considered in proposed DBKE algorithm. Randomization approaches,
additive noise addition (94.37% for EHRs and 94.89% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) and multiplicative
noise addition (96.21% for EHRs and 95.92% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) exhibits less confidence
level compared to anonymization approaches and proposed DBKE algorithm. Similarly, anonymization
approaches, L-Diversity (98.37% for EHRs and 97.58% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) and T-Closeness
(99.42% for EHRs and 98.74% for Agriculture Weather Forecast) exhibits higher or equal confidence level
compared to proposed DBKE algorithm but result accuracy is less. In conventional approaches data
distribution at each local datasite and global level is not considered while converting the original data to
protected data.
Normalization technique evaluation metrics
Performance of proposed normalization algorithm is analyzed on two measures: MSE and RMSE [20].
Table 4: Normalization evaluation metrics Vs Normalization techniques

EHRs
Agriculture Weather
Forecast

Metrics
(%)

Min-max
normalized
data

z-score
normalized
data

MSE

1.2313

1.3621

Decimal
scaling
normalized
data
1.1182

3N without C
normalized
data

3NC
normalized
data

0.9045

0.1972

RMSE

1.1782

1.1892

1.2781

0.9510

0.3958

MSE

1.4431

1.5467

1.1576

1.7345

0.2056

RMSE

1.2012

1.2437

1.0760

1.3171

0.4534

COMPUTER SCIENCE
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Table 4 depicts MSE and RMSE comparison of proposed 3NC algorithm with the state-of-art normalization
techniques. Min-max exhibits less MSE and RMSE (1.2313, 1.1782 for EHRs and 1.4431, 1.2012 for
Agriculture Weather Forecast) compared to z-score (1.3621, 1.1892 for EHRs and 1.5467, 1.2437 for
Agriculture Weather Forecast) because out-of-bound error is triggered in min-max normalization when the
normalized range doesn’t fall within the specified range. In decimal scaling MSE and RMSE (1.1182,
1.2781 for EHRs and 1.1576, 1.0760 for Agriculture Weather Forecast) error rate is less compared to
former two normalization techniques because prior knowledge of max and min value of normalized
attribute is known. 3N without C algorithm (0.9045, 0.9510 for EHRs and 1.7345, 1.3171 for Agriculture
Weather Forecast) exhibits more error rate compared to proposed 3NC because data distribution is not
considered leading to less accuracy rate. Proposed 3NC algorithm (0.1972, 0.3958 for EHRs and 0.2056,
0.4534 for Agriculture Weather Forecast) exhibits better performance than former three state-of-art
normalization techniques because data distribution at local levels is considered minimizing the error rate.
Proposed 3NC algorithm considers all the data within specified range and outlier values for normalization.

CONCLUSION
In recent years, DDM evolved in large aiming for efficient and timeliness data retrieval. Many proposed
works framed model for partial DDM, rather utilizing distributed data and computation. In this paper, a
distributed Nearest-Neighbour Normalization algorithm for DDM under privacy constraints is proposed with
dynamic distributed datasets, EHRs and Agriculture Weather Forecast. In this model, algorithms for
normalization and privacy are proposed. By normalization-correlation technique, two-level dendrograms
and sub-clusters are formed which leads to efficient classification of records under privacy constraints
thereby achieving less memory cost and increased precision and recall values.
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